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MINUTE OF THE LEARNING, TEACHING AND RESEARCH COMMITTEE MEETING 
held on Wednesday 4th December 2019 at 16:00 in the CfEE Conference Room, Thurso 

 
Present 
 

Mrs Heather McLean, Chair 
Ms Tia Cannop 
Mr Donald MacBeath, College Principal  
Mr Magnus Davidson 
Mr Patrick Murray 
Mr Andrew Kerr (VC)  
 
  

In attendance 
 
 
 
 

Mrs Anne Bremner, Director of Learning and Teaching 
Mr Struan Mackie, Secretary to the Board 

 Preliminaries 
  
1 Apologies 

 Apologies had been received from Professor Gibb and retrospective apologies from Mr Olds. 
  

2 Declarations of Interest 

 Members were invited to submit a declaration of interest in any item on the agenda. No 
declarations were made and members were reminded that a declaration could be made at any 
point throughout the meeting as appropriate.     

  
3 Draft Minute of the previous meeting (04/12/19) 
 The minute of the previous meeting was proposed as an accurate record, first by Mr Murray and 

seconded by Mr Davidson. 
  
4 Actions/ Matters arising from the previous meeting 
  

LTR0919/1 - Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality is asked to circulate September recruitment 
figures for the next LTR Committee meeting.  
 
The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality has provided the most recent recruitments figures 
within the Learning, Teaching and Quality report. The action was closed. 
 
 
LTR0919/2 – Professor Gibb to provide the Committee with a recommendation for post-graduate 
student representation within NHC Board of Management structure. 
 
The Committee expects the recommendation for post-graduate representation in the new year. 
The action remains open. 
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LTR0919/3 – Board Secretary is to convene a meeting with Professor Gibb and the Committee 
Chair to discuss information requirements for the Learning, Teaching and Research Committee.  
 
Due to being unable to secure a mutual date for all parties to meet, the meeting has not been 
convened. The action remains open. 
 

  
5 Learning and Teaching Report 
 The Director of Learning and Teaching and Quality talked the Committee through each of the 

points in the report. 
 
Applications and enrolment 
The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality commented that there was now a clearer picture 
in respect to student recruitment.  
 
At undergraduate level there was a 53.3 negative FTE variance in the targeted undergraduate 
recruitment and the college was reporting 2514 credits short of target for FE. The PGDE was to 
target and for Postgraduate study, the targets were being exceeded. 
 
The Director noted that other Colleges were showing similar issues with student recruitment, with 
similarity to the position NHC had found itself in during 2018/19. The Chair noted the strong cohort 
of Nigg students, that was a big driver for full term numbers. 
 
The College Principal confirmed that the picture was mixed and that NHC was one of only two 
partners to show full time numbers increase. Despite this, the credit deficits did require immediate 
action and that there is close cooperation with curriculum to bring the credit deficit down. 
 
Mr Murray noted that school rolls would be a factor and that the wider demographic would be a 
major influence onto recruitment more broadly. The College Principal agreed and noted that the 
College was actively looking at the projected numbers across the feeder schools. 
 
Mr Davidson asked how many years these projections cover. The College Secretary noted that the 
Council had five-year figures and broader demographic studies that projected to 2045. 
 
Curriculum Leadership 
The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality provided a narrative of the work being undertaken 
in Curriculum Leadership, with revised responsibilities in ETEC through the recruitment into a 
vacant post. 
 
The review of Access provision and Life and Work Skills was reported to be ongoing, with staff now 
in place for a part time programme beginning in the New Year and a revised PEPE programme 
having started in October. 
 
Committee welcome these developments, particularly the success in recruiting for key posts. 
 
 
Curriculum Development 
The Director noted that there have been a number of strategic developments within the curriculum 
that is yielding new courses and content. 
 

- The College had entered joint venture with Cyber Security Scotland to deliver a SDS funded 
programme.  

- NHC had been successful in securing local consultancy services to develop and deliver 
Safety Case Writing training, which has been successfully piloted by Dounreay staff 
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- Various commercial courses are being developed through the Business Development Unit 
 
The Committee believed these developments to be positive and would move the college onto a 
more commercial footing, whilst continuing to offer much needed training and support to 
employers. 
 
2019/20 Evaluation Activity 
The Director of Learning and Teaching made Committee aware of the progress visits from 
Education Scotland on the 5th and 6th of November. 
 
The visit considered that the college had made satisfactory progress with its’ Enhancement Plan 
and that this was a positive outcome. The Committee Chair agreed and supported the suggestion 
of bringing forward any proposals for Education Scotland to report to the board. 
 
The Director also noted that the College had produced a report for the Scottish Funding Council to 
report against the Regional Outcome Agreement Measure. 
 
As this was a tabled item within the agenda, the Committee deferred discussion until item 7. 
 
Learner Engagement / Learner Surveys / Focus Groups 
The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality expressed that the Student Satisfaction and 
Engagement Survey conducted for 2018/19 was positive and left the College with an above 
average performance against the sector (95.1% vs 93%) 
 
The College Leaver destinations were also presented to committee with 94% of all students with a 
confirmed destination in work, apprenticeships or further study. The Committee commended the 
work of the college in preparing students for positive destinations and noted that other 
educational institutions have made significant capital out of these types of figures. 
 
Action. Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality to enquire whether a positive destination 
exercise is undertaken by UHI for HE students. 
 
Mr Murray noted that the 94% figure was high asked what data was known about the remaining 
6%. The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality explained that there are a number of former 
students who are difficult to track down and will not respond to any form of communication and 
achieving a higher percentage would be very difficult. 
 
The College Secretary asked the Director whether this particular item had been put to the press, 
in line with Committee comments about how strong a selling point the positive destination number 
were for potential students. Principal confirmed that a press release had been issued and he had 
provided a comment. 
 
 
Research – Teaching Staff 
In line with the Committees request to have regular updates on specific research activity across 
NHC, the Director of Learning, Teaching and Research provided an overview of two projects that 
the Curriculum Leader for Creative Arts is currently engaged with. 

- Project Senegal: African Digital Academy, a collaboration project with UHI, Djagor 
University, University virtuelle du Senegal and Supimax. 

- Fischy Online, a knowledge exchange project that is producing online collaborations and 
remote digital workshops. 

 
 
The Chair thanked the Director for the report. 
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Committee noted the report 

  
Enhancement Place October 2019 (Update) 
 
The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality provided an overview to the Enhancement Plan that 
was circulated within the Committee papers. 
 
The Chair questioned the Colleges current position in respect to student retainment. The Director 
of Learning, Teaching and Research noted that the retention rates had dropped across the sector 
and by in large NHC was aligned to numbers with UHI. 
 
Some areas had improved, with fewer withdrawals, and early indications were that this would be 
reflected in the ‘early retention’ data that would be published imminently. 
 
The Director of Learning, Teaching and Research noted that there were a number of pilots that 
were believed to be partly responsible for this, including closer monitoring of attendance with 
student support and a tutor assessor on the PEP programmes. 
 
 
The Committee noted the report. 
 
 
Regional Outcome Agreement Self Evaluation 
 
The Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality provided an overview to some of the development 
currently being undertaken across the region and noted that UHI had submitted the substantive 
document, with NHC providing a two-page localised summary. 
 
The College Principal noted the detail contained within the report and that Members were 
encouraged to review this offline. Inviting any members to bring forward any thoughts or questions 
once the report was fully digested. 
 
Mr Davidson noted that it was interesting to compare the position of NHC and other colleges and 
that it was clear that many of the issues felt in the College were being felt elsewhere. 
 
The Committee noted the report. 
 
 

 ERI Newsletter 
  

Due to the absence of Professor Gibb, the ERI newsletter was presented by both Mr Davidson 
and the College Principal. 
 
Members were reminded that the publication was issued quarterly and was a small snapshot of 
the extensive body of work the ERI undertake both locally, nationally and indeed internationally. 
 
Mr Davidson noted that there was a new theme within the ERI, environment, economy and 
society. And this would be led by a new member of staff, who has practiced in both academia 
and consultancy. 
 
The College Principal agreed with the Mr Davidson and noted that the early signs were positive. 
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Mr Murray asked whether research funding and the complex mechanism used to administer it 
posed a problem for the College. The Principal noted that the funding mechanisms were often 
complex but that the ERI was well established and across the institute there were robust systems 
in place to ensure that funding met the real terms expenditure required for research projects. 

 
  

North Highland College Risk Register 
6 Risk Register 
  
 The Principal Informed the Committee that the areas they were responsible for monitoring were 

the first 3 profiles in the Risk Register. There was no recommendation to change.  
 
1. Curriculum 
The Principal commented that a decision was taken in the previous year to move the risk value to 
‘20’ due to the anticipation that the College would not be able to meet recruitment targets. 
 
The Principal noted that significant work was being done with local employers to strengthen 
provision, such as the previously mentioned safety case writing. The Principle highlighted some of 
the mutual initiatives that the College was undertaking with the Caithness Chamber of Commerce, 
through the business development unit.  
 
Mr Murray asked whether the College would require another curriculum review, given the financial 
pressures currently facing NHC. The Principal noted that the curriculum review undertaken in 2019 
was a 3/5 year event and that although a continuous process of review would leave the College in 
good standing a review of that size would not be required in the short to medium term. 
 
The Principal noted that network delivery was an area of concern. The Micro-Ram, where other 
partners pay the College for curriculum delivery is a net benefit to NHC and recent decisions made 
elsewhere has created a risk of ‘claw back’. The College concerned has given assurance that 
curriculum deliver would return to previous levels in the second semester of the current term. 
 
 
2. Services 
The Principal noted to the Committee that there was little progress to date in respect to shared 
service provision. Within the single service initiative, the area of finance has been identified as the 
first area for review.  
 
Mr Murray enquired when this review would be expected to conclude and whether the single 
service initiative was part of the centre of excellent model. The College Principal noted that the 
review would be conducted in the new year and any updates would be brought to committee. 
 
There is an ongoing resourcing challenge within student support and administering bursaries. It 
was noted that providing the appropriate evidence to the SFC in order to release bursaries 
continued to be an ongoing challenge. 
 
Mr Murray requested that some components of the Risk Register be ‘reclassified’ to acknowledge 
that they are either annual, or ongoing actions that ‘cannot be completed’.  The College Principal 
agreed. 
 
 
 
3.Research 
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The Principal informed the Committee that there have good projects being brought forward and 
developed across the ERI and being submitted. Due to the success of many of these, the financial 
position was deemed to be positive. 
 
The new appointments have been positive, and the extensive work was outlined in more detail in 
the ERI Newsletter that was previously discussed. 

  
  
8 HISA Depute Update 
  

Ms Cannop stressed the importance of the student voice within North Highland College and 
noted a number of initiatives that have been led by students since the last LTR Committee. 
 
Plans were being put in place to support students during the busy exam period, providing 
communal and pastoral support across the NHC campuses. The Christmas jumper initiative had 
been adopted in the College and staff and students were encouraged to donate £1 to wear a 
Christmas jumper on campus.  
 
The NHC Freshers calendar was highlighted by Ms Cannop and noted the significant amount of 
work being undertaken to involved students across the NHC’s campuses. 
 
 
A.O.C.B 
 
The Board Secretary provided the Committee with the list of actions from the Committee 
business.  
 
Members agreed these actions. 

 

 
 

 
  

Date of Next Meeting: 18th March 2019. 16:00 
There being no other business the meeting was closed at 18:09 
 

 

 

Information recorded in College minutes are subject to release under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 
(FOI(S)A).  Certain exemptions apply: financial information relating to procurement items still under tender, legal 
advice from College lawyers, items related to national security.   
 
Notes taken to help record minutes are also subject to Freedom of Information requests, and should be destroyed as 
soon as minutes are approved. 
 
Status of Minutes Open   Closed   
 
An open item is one over which there would be no issues for the College in releasing the information to the public in 
response to a freedom of information request.   
 
A closed item is one that contains information that could be withheld from release to the public because an exemption 
under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 applies.   
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The College may also be asked for information contained in minutes about living individuals, under the terms of the 
Data Protection Act 1988.  It is important that fact, rather than opinion, is recorded.   
 
Do the minutes contain items which may be contentious under the terms of the Data Protection Act 1988?  
Yes   No   
 

 


